A semi empirical theory for global energy con nement in the stellarator W7-AS is presented. It employs elementary rules of probability theory together with the transformation properties of the basic equations describing plasma behavior. The semi empirical theory allows model comparison between four di erent kinetic plasma models. The analysis is applied to the 153 1=3 W7-AS data documented in the international stellarator data base. We nd that the collisional low-kinetic model describes best the physics of W7-AS energy con nement. Finally the predictive power of the semi empirical theory is successfully tested in the prediction of the energy content in (single variable) density and power scans performed in W7-AS.
I. INTRODUCTION
The characterization of plasma behavior in terms of global energy con nement scaling functions has been attempted for more than twenty years. It serves mainly the purposes of inter machine comparison and extrapolation from current experiments to future devices. Two prominent current examples are those of the tokamak line from which the ITER performance is inferred and, similarly, con nement property projections of W7-X from stellarator experience. The general assumption that the scaling function may be expressed in terms of a power law has survived over the years. On the one hand this is due to its great simplicity and convenience, on the other hand we must concede that the simple power law scaling function has shown some success in predicting the operation of larger machines as, for example, TFTR and JET on the basis of data collected from small and mid-sized devices. Moreover, power law functions have a good-natured monotonic extrapolation behavior. As time went by more and more indications occurred that the power law form may have shortcomings. Already De Boo et al. 1] noted that their L-mode results could be tted equally well by either a P P or a (A+B/P) power dependence. Similar observations led to suggestions of o set linear scaling expressions as, for example, the Rebut-Lallia function 2]. Even the very recent paper by Stroth et al. 3 ] on stellarator energy con nement concludes that the density dependence might be more complicated than n n and seems to be stronger at low densities.
In addition to engineering scaling expressions which aim at a best t of the data regardless of dimensional correctness, dimensional constraints derived from invariance requirements of the basic equations describing plasma behavior under similarity transformations 4] have been used as auxiliary conditions in the t of power law functions to experimental data. This would make sense if we knew that the scaling function must be of the power law type. However, this is by no means to be taken for granted as pointed out by various authors 5, 6] . As a consequence we addressed in a previous paper 7] the question of how close power law scaling functions fall to dimensional constraints and obtained the result that none of the Connor Taylor (CT) models 4] was satis ed within experimental error. This is again another indication that the power law is not the appropriate scaling function. In this paper we shall follow another route and present the calculation in detail; a short discussion of the results has already been given in 8]. We shall consider the dimensional constraints as the most general and basic information on the physics of energy con nement in a given experiment. In exploring this assumption we shall abandon the power law or any other analytical ansatz altogether and construct instead a form-free inherently dimensionally exact scaling function. Elementary probability theory is used to determine its optimal form. These form-free functions will further be employed to decide which of the four kinetic CT models applies most likely to the experimental data from W7-AS, and therefore describes the physics underlying the data set we are using. Finally we will look for the result of the energy content for certain variable settings given by these functions in the most probable model. Here an important topic is single variable scans (e.g. the variation of the energy content as function of the density with all other variables xed) which constitute a very stringent test on any energy con nement function. Such scans are not directly accessible from published databases. On the other hand, single variable scans are experimentally cumbersome, and expensive experiments have to be performed for each and every input variable of interest. It is therefore highly desirable to extract single variable scans from existing databases by employing improved data analysis techniques.
In the second chapter we present the idea of Connor and Taylor of dimensionally exact con nement scaling explicitly. Due to the extensive use of probability theory the third chapter is exclusively devoted to this eld. In chapter IV we then apply these principles to our problem. While we do not recommend this, the experienced reader may directly proceed to chapter V where the main results are presented.
II. DIMENSIONALLY EXACT FORM-FREE SCALING
Our aim in this paper is the use of dimensionally exact energy con nement scaling functions. Connor and Taylor 4] were the rst to interpret experimental scaling functions in terms of constraints derived from the requirement of physical invariance under similarity transformations of the basic equations describing plasma behavior. Previous scaling functions were built on a purely empirical basis (e.g. Hugill and She eld 9]) or formulated in terms of (arbitrary) dimensionless parameters which were obtained by some physical considerations 10]. Since Connor and Taylor found that the experimental scaling was incompatible with any of their plasma models, they suggested that the theoretically derived dimensional constraints should be incorporated directly in the power law ansatz. This proposal has been followed subsequently on many 
= cf (n; B; P; a; x) ; (2) where n is the average density, a and R minor and major radius of the torus, B the magnetic eld and P the deposited heating power. For later purposes the terms in parentheses in (1) are denoted as S (1) , S (2) and S (3) with reference to the rst, second and third term, respectively.
The particular values of x 1 , x 2 , x 3 specify the plasma kinetic model as shown in table I and may be represented by a vector x. Depending on the model, x consists of either one (M 1 : x = (x; 0; 0)), two (M 2 : x = (x; y; 0), M 3 : x = (x; 0; z)) or three (M 4 : x = (x; y; z)) elements. The number of degrees of freedom X dof (fourth column in table I) therefore varies between one and three. The more complex a model becomes, the higher is the number of degrees of freedom, e.g. incorporating collisions in the low-model increases X dof from one to two. So if there is evidence in the data that collisions in a low-plasma should be taken into account, model M 2 should be more likely than M 1 . However the price to be payed is the use of a more complex model. So there exists a tradeo between the goodness of t (with more degrees of freedom it is easier to t the data more closely) and the complexity of the theory we have to use. The principle that the simplest theory should be used which is still in accordance with the data is termed Occam's Razor and it is inherently included in Bayesian probability theory. We will come back to this further down.
Since we concentrate in this paper on data from a single machine, variables which are constant within the examined data set (e.g. R) are absorbed in c. The function f(n; B; P; a; x) now consists only of the prefactor na 4 B 2 and of the one to three dimensionless terms in parentheses (depending on the model). One may wonder, whether e.g. the inverse of the line averaged density 1=na 2 (last term in parentheses in (1)) has in fact the dimension m]. Recall however, that factors consisting of fundamental constants have been omitted (in this particular case 0 m e c 2 =e 2 with unit 1/m] is missing).
In order to construct a general form-free energy con nement scaling function we want to follow an idea already proposed by Connor and Taylor 4] . It consists of expressing the energy content not as one single term like in (2) but as a series of such dimensionally exact terms, which would still show the same invariances under similarity transformation as the basic plasma equations for a certain model. Consider a set of measurements of the plasma energy content for N di erent values of the experimental input variables (n; B; P; a). The theoretical prediction for the energy content may be represented by an N-dimensional vector W theo where the i-th component corresponds to the i-th measurement. It may be described for all plasma models by
For each term k of the sum the vector x k of the expansion function f (same vector notation as in W theo , with f i (x k ) = f (n i ; B i ; P i ; a i ; x k )) and the expansion coe cient c k have to be properly chosen. This means, e.g., for model 2 three adjustable parameters for every expansion order: c k ; x k ; y k . The functions (or rather vectors) in (3) are linearly independent for any two sets of exponents x k and x l if at least one of the exponents in the two sets di ers. Therefore, in mathematical terms equation (3) is nothing but the expansion in a basis which is dimensionally exact. In general, N such linearly independent vectors form a complete basis in the N-dimensional data space and would allow a pointwise reconstruction of the data. But this is neither desirable, nor with respect to physics correct, since the corresponding vector of measured energy contents W exp is corrupted by noise. What we really want is an expansion, truncated at some appropriate upper limit E and describing the physics, while the residual N ? E terms in the expansion (3) t only noise:
The expression on the right hand side is the mathematical notation for multiplying the N E matrix F (with the E vectors f (x k ) as columns) by the vector c (with elements c k ).
In our case, due to the noise in the data, a few vectors will be shown already to be su cient to describe the data. E.g., in model 2 for expansion order E = 3, the theoretical prediction for energy content of measurement i is given by 
Here we meet again the principle of Occam's Razor. Though a higher expansion order will describe the data progressively better, the ultimate tting of noise does not make sense. So what we are looking for is the determination of the appropriate expansion order E in the plasma physics model which describes the data best. A comprehensive answer to these questions is provided by Bayesian probability theory.
III. BAYESIAN INFERENCE
Bayesian probability theory 12,13] rests on two basic rules, the sum rule and the product rule. The sum rule states that the probability of either of two mutually exclusive propositions A, B being true is given by p(A + BjI) = p(AjI) + p(BjI) : (6) The plus sign in the argument stands for a logical \or" and I denotes the background information which gave rise to the propositions A and B. Eq. (6) may be generalized to more than two alternatives. If we have a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive propositions, e.g. some models M i , we obtain the normalization rule
The product rule p(M i ; DjI) = p(M i jI)p(DjM i ; I) (8) relates the probability of M i and D being true to the probability of M i being true times the probability of D being true given that M i is true, where D shall be some data acquired by an experiment. Due to symmetry in the arguments M i and D the probability p(M i ; DjI) may be expanded alternatively into p(M i ; DjI) = p(DjI)p(M i jD; I) ; (9) and the combination of (8) and (9) constitutes Bayes' theorem
Bayes' theorem is an instruction how to learn: The prior probability p(M i jI) for the set of hypotheses M i , i.e. what we know before carrying out an experiment, is updated to the posterior probability p(M i jD; I), i.e. what we learned from the experiment, by multiplication with p(DjM i ; I). The latter probability function describes the theory of the experiment and is called the likelihood function. p(DjI), the global likelihood for the entire class of models, which is sometimes also called evidence, is not independent of the other probabilities and is obtained via the sum and product rule
In this paper we shall deal with hypotheses which are speci ed by the possible values of continuously varying parameters. In such a case probabilities become probability densities.
If for example a hypothesis is the model M 1 which in turn is speci ed in terms of a set of E parameters fx k g = x, then p(xjM 1 ; I)d E x is the probability that the true values of x lie in the range fx i ; x i + dx i g 8 i] in the Euclidean space. The product and sum rule hold for probability densities as well and upon replacing the discrete sum by an integral we have in analogy to (11) p(DjM 1 ; I) = Z d E x p(xjM 1 ; I)p(Djx; M 1 ; I) : (12) Eq. (12) is called marginalization (over x) and is a very important ingredient of Bayesian probability theory. It will be applied repeatedly in the body of this paper.
The marginal likelihood of the data, assuming a certain model M j is true, is the key quantity to perform the comparison of di erent models given a set of data D. From Bayes' theorem we have
In order to compare two models M j and M k given the set of data D we take the ratio of their posterior probabilities and obtain
This quantity (14) is usually called the posterior odds ratio. Note that p(DjI) has dropped out. In the usual case that we have no reason to favor the prior probability p(M j jI) over p(M k jI) (in fact, this is the driving force for carrying out a sensible experiment) the posterior odds simpli es to the ratio of the marginal likelihoods given either model M j or model M k .
Our rst goal will be to determine which of the four kinetic CT models is most probable given a set of measured plasma energy contents W exp i (the actual data which will further on stand for the previously used D) as a function of the machine variables n, B, P, a. The odds ratios from (14) will then answer the question whether transport for a certain data set of the W7-AS is best described in terms of the collisionless or collisional, low-or highkinetic models.
IV. CALCULATION A. The likelihood function
We want to describe the experimental data W exp corrupted by noise by a theoretical scaling W theo :
W exp i = W theo i + " i : (15) " is the noise, where < " i >= 0 and < " 2 i >= 2 i 1=!. is the vector of experimental uncertainties associated with the measurement W exp . The uncertainty in the energy content W exp contains the direct contribution from the diamagnetic measurement as well as indirect contributions from the nite precision in the input variables (n; B; P; a). Both contributions have been estimated to the best of our knowledge (see appendix A). However, to allow for possible deviations from the true errors we introduce an overall correction factor ! (! = 1 for exactly speci ed variances 2 i ). With this approach we assume that we already describe the correct qualitative behavior of the error for di erent values of W exp but may fail on the quantitative level by an overall factor !. The Bayesian analysis yields ! ?0:5 0:8 for the most probable model and the optimum expansion order which indicates an overestimation of of merely 20% (the explanation how this quantity is obtained will be given in chapter IV E).
The mere fact that the experimental error of the data W exp represents testable information leads by virtue of the principle of maximum entropy 14] to the normalized likelihood function which constitutes our starting point for the forthcoming analysis. 
M j denotes the plasma kinetic model and determines the vectors x k used to generate the expansion vectors f (x k ). c is as before the vector of the expansion coe cients and E the expansion order. Of course E, c and f(x k ) will depend on model M j . In order to simplify notation we shall add the model index j only in cases where ambiguity would arise. If we de neW exp i = W exp i = i andf i (x k ) = f i (x k )= i , and with the help of the matrix notation as on the r.h.s. in (4), the sum in the exponent of (16) (17) AgainF is a matrix with N rows and E column vectorsf(x k ). The maximum of the likelihood occurs at the minimum of (17) and is given by @ @c T W exp TW exp ? 2c TF TW exp + c TF TF c = 0 :
The solution of (18) is straight forward and yields c ML = F TF ?1F TW exp : (19) The index ML stands for maximum likelihood. A numerical problem may arise in the calculation of the inverse matrix in (19) if some vectors inF are becoming collinear. The most e cient and stable algorithm to cope with this issue is the singular value decomposition (SVD). We employ the SVD in order to check just on the collinearity and to avoid numerical problems in dealing with column vectors ofF which are collinear within machine accuracy.
Let F 0 be the N E matrix whose column vectors are normalized with respect to their maximum value so thatF = F 0 T with T being an E E diagonal matrix containing the values (T) kk = Max i f i (x k ). which is equivalent to eliminating linearly dependent vectors in the model equation (4) . Use of (20) in (19) gives nally
We are looking for the probability of a model given the data W exp . The odds ratio (14) 
Compared to (14) we exchanged the common variable D with the data vector W exp and inserted the further conditioning on our error estimate . The rst ratio on the r.h.s., the so-called prior odds, is set to unity since we do not want to favor one model over another. An expert may rule out certain models as improper for the plasma description in W7-AS and give them a lower model probability p(M j j ; I), but since we want to handle this problem on the most common footing we do not intend to do so. We are left with the determination of the second ratio, the so-called Bayes factor, which consists of marginal likelihoods conditional on the models and the error estimate. In the following, by extensive use of the marginalization rule, p(W exp jM k ; ; I) is related to the likelihood function (16).
First we marginalize over the expansion order, which is given by a discrete sum over all possible E to obtain 
The likelihood function shows up in (24), together with the so-called prior function p(!; x; cjE; M j ; ; I) and the Riemannian metric of the problem d (!; x; c) = (!; x; c)d!dxdc, which constitutes an invariant measure in the multidimensional marginalization integral. The latter stems from the requirement that the description of a problem should be the same regardless in which coordinate system it is considered 15]. It is de ned by 
with
The notation is as follows: C is an E E diagonal matrix consisting of the expansion coe cients c k only.~ and U stem from the singular value decomposition (20). The matrix 1 The brackets in (26) denote the expectation value which is de ned for an arbitrary quantity A by hAi = R A p(W exp j!; c; x; E; M j ; ; I) dW exp = R p(W exp j!; c; x; E; M j ; ; I) dW exp .
is an N N diagonal matrix consisting of the logarithms of the i-th term in parentheses 
While (31) is valid for c = c ML only, we can extend its form to an estimation for arbitrary coe cients c. For those the right hand side of (31) has to allow for the uncertainties in the data. In order to establish a new upper limit we add T to the left hand side of (31)
A conservative approximation of is to assume that the deviation of the expansion from the measured data shall not be larger than the data value itself, which means =W exp and results in 2W exp TW exp c TF TF c :
We name this Bessel prior because (31) is nothing but the Bessel inequality ifF were a complete basis. This just imposes an upper boundary on the choice of possible coe cients and is equivalent to an entropic prior proposed by Rodriguez 15] , where the hyper-parameter has been marginalized by using the Bretthorst approximation that the prior may be taken out of the integral at the maximum of the 
For the contribution from the ! integration Z ! (37) we employ the conservative approximation that our estimation of the experimental error is correct in quantitative respect at least by a factor of two. Since the error enters the problem in a quadratic manner this means that the overall correction factor is something between ! 0 = 1=2 2 and ! 1 = 2 2 . Inserting these values in the integration limits of (35) 
The integration over x has to be postponed to the nal integration of the posterior function. Knowing the normalization of the prior function we are nally in the position to perform the marginalizations over c and ! in (24). (21) 
contains the normalization constants and the term originating from the likelihood, while
comprises the prior and the terms stemming from the Riemannian measure. Z is given by the requirement R (x) dx = 1. The only way to evaluate (41) is to use (x) as a probability density. Since the likelihood originating term (x) is generally much more structured than (x) the variance will be large and extremely long Markov chains are needed to obtain the desired accuracy. However, one can solve this problem by de ning a new function 
E. Expectation values
Within the Bayesian approach it is not only possible to perform model comparisons but also to ask for the expectation value of quantities like the energy content given a certain model. Let v be the vector of some independent new variables with v = (n;B;P;â 
In chapter IV A we mentioned that it is possible to infer an estimate for the unknown error level ! given a certain model. This is done by evaluating the expectation value h!i 
V. RESULTS
The data which we have used in our calculations are the 153 1=3 W7-AS data documented in the international stellarator energy con nement data base 3] ( : rotational transform). The data range is shown in table II. We have selected the 1=3 data only since the single variable scans which we present further down have been performed at this value of the rotational transform. Although this limitation establishes no fundamental restriction to the power of our approach it has the further advantage that we get rid of an additional, dimensionless and ill de ned variable which would otherwise have to be considered in the ansatz (3) .
The N = 153 data originate from both ECRH and NBI heating. While most of the data was generated with ECRH (N ECRH = 110), the data available for NBI heating (N NBI = 43) removes the correlation between density and magnetic eld which would be very strong for ECRH only 17].
A. Model comparison
Having determined p(M j jW exp ; ; I) for each of the four CT models M j we nally return to the odds ratio (22). With the help of the normalization rule (7), P j p(M j jW exp ; ; I) = 1, odds ratios are converted back to probabilities.
The resulting model probabilities are depicted in the last but one column of table I. We see that the 1=3 W7-AS data are best described by the collisional low beta Connor Taylor model. The high beta models follow in second and third place with much lower probability. The collisionless low beta model is clearly inappropriate to describe the transport physics in W7-AS.
Our result is well in agreement with the experimental outcome from W7-AS. While the measured collision frequencies suggest a collisional model, the absence of strong magnetic turbulence in the plasma edge and the very small value of the toroidal beta (0.14% for the examined data set) point to the low beta case.
In considering the four Connor Taylor models we made the implicit assumption of a fully ionized pure plasma which has no interactions with the wall a ecting the plasma. Of course these are idealized conditions which are not realized in a real world device like W7-AS.
However, the Connor Taylor models were used only to get a dimensionally exact form of the scaling relation, which then was applied to experimental data. After all the present theory is not constrained to a special selection of plasma models or idealized assumptions. Whenever it is possible to describe a real world plasma by more sophisticated models, it is only a minor step to incorporate these models in the present theory.
B. Expansion order
The terms p(W exp jE; M j ; ; I) arising in (23) can be inverted using Bayes theorem to obtain the probability for the expansion order p(EjW exp ; M j ; ; I) in the light of the data and a particular model: p(EjW exp ; M j ; ; I) = p(EjM j ; I)p(W exp jE; M j ; ; I) p(W exp jM j ; ; I) = p(W exp jE; M j ; ; I) P E 0 p(W exp jE 0 ; M j ; ; I) :
The expansion order with the highest probability is also shown for each model in table I. In the sum over all expansion orders in (23) it has the most important contribution as may be seen in Fig. 1 where p(EjW exp ; M j ; ; I) is displayed as full circles for the most probable plasma model, the collisional low beta case. The error bars indicate Monte Carlo integration uncertainties. The open squares, with associated error bars, depict the mis t between data and model prediction (3) as function of the expansion order. We observe quite a typical behavior. Up to three terms in the expansion (3) lead to a rapid decrease of the mis t. Though it does decrease further monotonically with increasing expansion order, the probability for a given E decreases rapidly (note the logarithmic scale!), so that contributions of higher expansion orders become very small. This is a demonstration of Occam's razor automatically included in Bayesian theory. This principle dictates that a simpler model should be preferred unless a more complicated one leads to a substantially better t to the data. Note that the present optimum three term expansion reduces the mis t to about 65% of its initial value. The possibility for such an e ect has previously been pointed out by Kaye et al. 5] .
Since already an expansion order of E=3 shows to be su cient to describe the data leading to a W theo given by (5), one is tempted to ask for the respective scaling exponents and coe cients. However, to obtain this and the following results it is necessary to integrate over all parameters entering the problem (i.e. !; c; x). Therefore it is not possible to describe the scaling parameters in the traditional sense giving a list of their values.
C. Energy content prediction
After having obtained the most probable model we can proceed and ask for the prediction of the present theory for the energy content. The latter is the expectation value hWi v (50) obtained from averaging W over p(WjW exp ; v; M j ; ; I). The additional condition v speci es the \input data vector" v = (n; B; P; a), where (n; B; P; a) are the parameters for which one wants to predict the energy content. The analytic expressions were given in chapter IV E. Fig. 2 shows a scatter plot of the predicted energy content versus the experimental data. Even more, it is possible to test the assertion regarding the most probable model. Such a test is provided by a comparison of measured single variable scans to the predictions from the present theory. In the following we will show the result for density and power scans obtained on the one hand from the present theory and on the other hand from experiments on W7-AS. Because these data are not included in the stellarator con nement data base W exp , this test shows the predictive power of our approach.
The full circles in Fig. 3 represent experimental results for the density scan. Representative error bars signify the precision level of these data. The continuous curve depicts the result of the present semi-empirical theory along with the con dence range indicated by the gray shaded area. The stellarator energy con nement data base is represented by the open circles which are spread all over since they were obtained for various settings of the variables (B, P, a). The histogram at the base line indicates the number of shots in W exp at the respective density and gives an impression of the range over which our result for the single variable scan is best supported by the data base. Last but not least the dashed curve represents the density dependence as inferred from an unrestricted single power law conventional least squares t resting on the same data W exp as our Bayesian result. It only hits the progression of the data at two points, while staying out of the data scatter (of the full circles) most of the time. Within the density range of the single variable scan the prediction of the semi-empirical theory runs straight through the data and exhibits clearly the previously supposed density saturation 3, 18] , which can never be obtained by a single power law term at all. Outside this range the data set W exp is too sparse, which is re ected in the rapidly widening error band. In contrast to the robust but erroneous power law scaling the present theory indicates where the extrapolation becomes unreliable and additional experiments are inevitable. It might be an unfortunate but honest conclusion that an extrapolation beyond the parameter regime supported by the data base is not possible. Note that the comparison between the single variable scan and the prediction of our analysis holds on absolute scales! Neither in Fig. 3 nor in the subsequent Fig. 4 are adjustable scale parameters necessary. This means that experiments in W7-AS have an impressive reproducibility.
Finally, Fig. 4 displays a similar comparison for a power scan in W7-AS. Again the semiempirical theory shown as the continuous line predicts the measured energy content -on an absolute scale -within experimental error and corroborates the experimentally observed power degradation. The dashed curve is from a power law t and is, as for the density scan, concave while the present model shows convex dependence in both cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based upon the rules of probability theory a set of form-free dimensionally exact energy con nement functions was analyzed for the 153 1=3 W7-AS data of the international stellarator data base. In a rst step, out of four Connor Taylor models the collisional low beta one was identi ed to be the most probable plasma physics model for W7-AS. Secondly, single variable scans were reproduced in quantitative agreement with experiments. The result of a single variable scan is therefore already hidden in the data obtained for arbitrary variable choices and can be extracted from the latter by a proper data analysis. Even more, the present approach has two major advantages over the traditional best t approach: Besides its predictive power even on a quantitative level it indicates honestly where the prediction can be trusted and where additional experiments are required.
The results obtained in the present work di er in particular from one conclusion drawn in our earlier paper 7]. Our previous approach was a dimensionally constrained energy con nement analysis of an enlarged data set (including also the 1=2 measurement in addition to the 1=3 subset used in this paper). The con nement function was restricted to a single power law term with varying exponents. The exponents were determined from a Bayesian analysis trading between best t and dimensional correctness. All conclusions drawn from this approach are conditional on the assumption that the con nement function is of the power law type. The result of the model comparison was that the highest model probability was associated with the collisionless high beta case. Caveats on this conclusion were however also given. In particular, the selectivity in model probabilities was considered to be too small by far. The simplest collisionless low beta model di ered previously only by a factor of seven from the collisionless high beta case. In the present work, which does not assume anything about the scaling function, the \distance" between the least probable and the most probable model surmounts thirteen orders of magnitude. Furthermore the reproduction of single variable scans as in Figs. 3 and 4 is at the heart of the present work and could never have been achieved by the previous treatment.
APPENDIX A: ESTIMATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ERROR OF THE ENERGY CONTENT
For our estimation we consider the energy content in the one term power law ansatz: W = cn n B B P P a a :
We use this simpli ed approach rather than the full expansion in dimensionally exact scaling functions because it is su cient to have an overall description of the error dependence on the input variables. The magnetic eld B is measured very accurately, so we assume its error to be negligible ( B = 0). An upper limit of the measurement error of the energy content itself is W = 0:5kJ. The minor radius a is determined with an error of about a = 0:5cm. Since the line integral over the electron density n e Z n e dl = 2an ;
is obtained with very high accuracy (within 2 %), the error in the density n depends mainly on the error in a. @n @a = ?
R n e dl 2a 2 = ? n a :
To determine the error of the heating power P we have to take a closer look at the constituents of P = P abs;ECR +P abs;NBI . The error of the ECR-heating is negligible for densities smaller than n < 8 10 19 =m 3 and can be set to zero for our data set. The total absorbed NBI-heating power depends on the density via the global heating e ciency (n) 19] P abs;NBI = (n)P NBI ; 
In Fig. 5 the actual data is shown with the error bars assigned. The inset shows the value of the error consisting of a constant part ( W term in (A9)) and a contribution originating from the uncertainties in the machine variables a, n and P (comprised by the second term in (A9)). The latter varies roughly like the energy content W as expected from (A9). Notice that these data are obtained for choices of (B, P, a) which di er from point to point and are therefore spread all over. The histogram accounts for the distribution over the density axis. 
